
Phonemic Awareness



Review from Last Week

� Phonological Awareness
¡ Awareness of sound structure of language (e.g., syllables)

� Phonological Awareness skills:
¡ Word awareness
¡ Syllable awareness
¡ Onset-rime awareness 



Reading at Home Review

� What type of questions did you ask during reading 
time?

� Were you able to read with your child any more than 
usual?

� What obstacles and challenges arose?



What is Phonemic Awareness?

� Phonemic Awareness
¡ Knowledge of the sounds that create words
¡ The ability to identify, think about, and manipulate 

the individual sounds in words
� Phonemes

¡ The basic sound units that make up words
¡ They combine to form words



Common Difficulties 

� Some common difficulties experienced by children 
include:
¡ An inability to count out syllables
¡ Difficulty understanding how to sound out words
¡ A lack of knowledge of rhyming words or those with similar sounds
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� When children are having a 
hard time with these aspects 
of reading, they may appear 
frustrated and be unwilling 
to engage in reading



Why is Phonemic Awareness Important?

� By enhancing their PA 
skills, parents can help to 
provide a firm foundation 
for reading ability and a 
stronger desire to read
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How do PA Skills Impact Reading?

� Written letters and words are only meaningful to 
children (and adults!) because they represent spoken 
sounds and words

� In order to read words, children must know what 
sounds each letter makes, and how these sounds are 
blended together

� Once these skills are developed, children can use 
their knowledge to sound out novel words



PA and Literacy Outcomes

� Phonemic awareness is one of the best predictors of 
how successful children will be when learning 
beginning reading skills (like decoding and fluency) 
in 1st and 2nd grades

� The earlier these skills are acquired, the better
¡ There are many PA activities that are appropriate for 2-3 year 

olds!



Thinking About Phonemes

� How many speech sounds are in the word cup?
� If you say cup without the /c/, what is left?
� If you say cup backwards, what word would you 

have?
� How is that word spelled?



PA Games- Identifying

Type of Activity Example
Initial phoneme- same Parent:  [Shows child picture of a ball, and then a row of pictures 

(dog, coat, bear)].  Point to the one that starts with the same sound 
as ball. 

Initial phoneme- different Parent:  [Shows child four pictures (ball, cup, bear, bell).]  One of 
these words starts with a different sound than the others. Point to 
the one that starts with a different sound. 

Final phoneme- same Parent: [Shows child picture of a fan, and then a row of pictures 
(hat, phone, cake)].  Point to the one that ends with the same sound 
as fan. 

Final Phoneme- different Parent:  [Shows child four pictures (bat, nut, mitt, sun).  One of the 
words ends with a different sound than the others.]  Point to the one 
that ends with a different sound. 

Middle phoneme- same Parent:  [Shows child picture of a mop, and then a row of pictures 
(rug, cat, cot)].  Point to the one that has the same sound in the 
middle as mop. 

Middle phoneme- different Parent:  [Shows child four pictures (cap, pan, dig, bat).  One of the 
words has a different sound in the middle.]  Point to the one that has 
a different sound in the middle. 



PA Games- Blending

Type of Activity Example

Two-phoneme word (consonant-vowel) Parent: What word do you get when you put together 
/t/ – /ea/?
Child:  Tea 

Three-phoneme word (consonant-vowel-consonant) Parent: What word do you get when you put together 
/m/ – /u/ – /g/?
Child:  Mug. 



PA Games- Segmenting

Type of Activity Example

Three-phoneme word (consonant-vowel-consonant) Parent:  I�m going to say a word.  I want you to tell 
me all the sounds you hear in the word.  Red. 
Child: /r/ – /e/ – /d/. 



PA Games- Deleting

Type of Activity Example

Delete initial phoneme Parent: Say rat.
Child: Rat.
Parent: Now say it without /r/.
Child: /at/. 

Delete final phoneme Parent:  Say rat.
Child:  Rat.
Parent: Now say it without /t/.
Child: /ra/. 



Additional Activities

� The following are some other useful 
activities that can help to improve your 
child�s PA skills at home:
¡Singing rhyming songs
¡Reading rhyming books
¡Being playful with language



Keep in Mind…

� Skills do not develop overnight
¡ Try to be patient with the rate at which your child develops 

reading skills
¡ Remember that everyone is different

� Play; it’s all about having fun 
¡ The more fun you can make the experience, the more likely 

your child will be willing to participate

� Practice makes perfect
¡ Reading skills need to be practiced regularly in order to see 

improvements



Group Activity

� Role-play new strategies
¡ Practice using phonemic awareness strategies with partners



Wrap-Up

� Summary of new strategies
¡ Additional tactics to improve phonemic awareness

� Questions?


